
User Manuel Pixed Led Controller 
 

 

 

Overview: 

1. built-in 102 patterns (not inserted SD card), control can be equipped with SD (<8G). 

2. no SD automatically boot internal pattern, SD automatically call SD card pattern. LED 
controller can send as DMX512 and TTL signals. 

3. SD card state, the standard DMX512 can choose the built-in patterns and speed. 

4. can be more than one synchronization, synchronization signal is not recommended for more 
than 50 meters, measured 200 meters. 

5. the maximum drive 2048 pixels. Refresh rate up to 30 frames (<2048 pixels). 

6. the maximum distance between the controller and the lamp TTL is <15 meters; 485 signal 
<30 meters. TTL can be connected at the same time about 10. 

 

Voltage: DC5-12V 

Size: 122x73x25mm 

Weight: 200gr 

Power: 3W 

 



Support IC: 

Support 
IC Model 

TM 
TM1803,TM1804,TM1913,TM1809，TM1812 ， 

TM1914,TM1829 

UCS 
UCS2903,UCS2909,UCS2912 

UCS1903,UCS1909,UCS1912 

WS WS2801,WS2812 WS2811 

INK1003 INK1003 

LPD LDP6803,LDP8806,LDP1109 

D705 D705 

SM SM16716,SM16726,16703,DMX512 

APA102 APA102 
DMX512 DMX512 
P9813 
P9803   

SK6812 RGB full color three channels, RGBW four 
channels 

 

 

Automatically determine the SD card or internal patterns 

Automatically determine when the boot card, a card to call the SD pattern, no card 
automatically call the internal pattern. 

 

Set pattern and speed. 

 



Picture 1 

1、Under SD card mode, the pattern and speed can be selected by pressing the key, and 
the [on / off] key adjusts the brightness. Other operations and no card the same. 

2, press [mode / speed] The second key can be circularly displayed S001 and P001, S 
representatives of the beginning of the speed, P at the beginning of the representative of the 
pattern (Figure 1), this time by [UP] and [DOWN] to increase or decrease. 

3、Long press the second key [MODE / SPEED] to display A000, A represents DMX512 
address, note DMX address only DMX512 decoding and standard DMX512 console, control 
the built-in pattern is only useful. Use UP and DOWN keys to increase and decrease. 

Wiring: 

 

Lighting ground wire can not only access the controller, do not connect the switching power 
supply, which is a serious mistake; lamps ground return to the switching power supply, 
switch power if not connected, the high current will break the controller. 

 

Multiple synchronization:  



TTL: Single and dual wire signal interface. DAT: Data CLK: Clock GND: Signal ground 
DMX512: DMX512 signal when DMX512 is selected, and differential signal when other 
models are connected; 485 

 

Close the plate to signal transmission farther. 

D +: DMX512 signal A, D-: DMX512 signal B, GND: Under normal circumstances without 
wiring. 

 

Internal patterns when operating instructions 

Choose the IC Model 

 

First press the [ON/Off] key to display OFF into the programming state (Figure 1) 

Then press [Mode / Speed] to select (Figure 2), select the model and then [On / off] key to 
exit. 

 

Control points set 

First press the [ON/Off] key to display OFF to enter the programming state, [UP] and 
[DOWN] to set the number of points. Then [On/off] button drop out. 

 

 



 

 

DMX512 Controller 

 

1 - DMX512 console, control RJ-FSD-1000B internal patterns or SD patterns, multiple 
simultaneous use, wiring with the first 

Precautions: 

1 - please pay attention to the installation of rain, the normal operating voltage 
recommended DC5-24V 

2 - the lighting must be connected to the ground switch power supply, can not only access 
the controller. 


